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ABSTRACT 
A family of concepts involving maximum independent sets which have been under 
recent study are introduced. Interrelations among the concepts are pointed out and 
some recent relevant work is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND TERMINOLOGY 
One of the oldest problems in graph theory is that of finding a largest 
set of mutually non-adjacent or "independent" points. This problem, in 
one guise or another, arises in many different contexts (e.g., chess board 
problems, coding theory, network theory, matching problems, etc.) A 
number of graphic concepts definable in terms of the cardinality of a 
maximum independent set of points have recently come under study. In 
this paper we shall present hese concepts together with some results 
recently obtained. 
For any terminology not defined below, we refer the reader to Harary 
[8]. In this paper we shall assume all graphs to be connected. A set of 
points M is a point cover for a graph G if every line in G has at least one 
end-point in M. The minimum cardinality among all point covers of G 
will be called the point-covering number of G and will be denoted by 
s0(G ). If  M is a point cover and [ M I ----- c~0(G ), M will be called a mini- 
mum cover. A set of points N is independent in G if no two of its members 
are joined by a line. The maximum cardinality among all independent sets 
will be denoted by/30(G). It is easy to see that the complement of a maxi- 
mum independent set is a minimum cover and hence that the relation 
C~o(G) + j3o(G) = J V(G)1 holds. Thus any concept defined in terms of o~0 
could be equally well defined in terms of flo- Purely as a matter of personal 
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taste, we shall formulate our definitions in terms of minimum covers and 
~o(G). Finally, since ~0 is additive on the components of a graph, we shall 
assume without loss of generality that all graphs under consideration are 
connected. 
If  v is a point of G such that ~o(G -- v) < %(G), v is called a critical 
point of G. The collection of all such points will be denoted by Vet(G). 
Similarly, e is a critical line of G if ~0(G -- e) < c~0(G ) and the collection 
of such lines will be denoted by Eer(G). I f  Vet(G) = V(G), G is point- 
critical and, if Eer(G) = E(G), G is line-critical. We shall have occasion 
to abuse terminology slightly by thinking of Eer(G) both as a set of lines 
in G and as the subgraph of G generated by these lines. 
Suppose G contains a collection of point-disjoint subgraphs 
{G 1 ..... Gr}(r > 1) such that O~o(G1)-~-"'"-~-~0(G0-----~0(G). The graph 
G is then said to be decomposable and the collection {G1 ..... Gr}, a de- 
composition of G. I f  no such collection exists, G is indecomposable. 
The core of a graph G, C(G), is defined as u X where the union is taken 
over all sets X of ~0(G) independent lines in G. We shall call the points in 
G which belong to every minimum cover of G essential and denote the 
set of such points by V~(G). A graph is said to be well-covered if every 
minimal point cover is also a minimum cover. This is obviously equivalent 
to demanding that every minimal cover have the same cardinality. 
The lattice of implications relating the aforementioned concepts is 
displayed in Figure 1. The reader may easily verify each implication. 
G is indecomPosable :, C(G) = 
Ecr{G) = E(G) > Ecr (G) spon/~s G ~Vcr  (G) = V(G) 
and is connected ~ ~  
E (O) ~spons G 
G is well-covered~Ve(G)=U~5 
FIGURE I 
2. LINE-CRITICAL GRAPHS 
Among the above properties the one of most general concern to date is 
that of being line-critical. This concept appears to have been first for- 
mulated and studied by ErdiJs and Gallai [5]. In their paper the main 
result on line-critical graphs is the following: 
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THEOREM 1 (Erd6s and Gallai). I f  G is line-criticaL then 
[ E(G)[ ~ (2c~G)). 
This is actually a corollary to a stronger theorem in the same paper 
(cf. Theorem 16 of the present paper). 
A better upper bound for I E(G)I was conjectured in [5] and was later 
verified by Erd6s, Hajnal, and Moon [6]. 
THEOREM 2 (Erdbs, Hajnal, and Moon). I f  G is line-criticaL then 
[ E(G)I ~ (%(G)+ 1). 
The bound in Theorem 2 is best possible as is illustrated by the com- 
plete graph on cx0(G ) + 1 points. Moreover, this is the only graph for 
which equality in Theorem 2 holds. 
The first result of a structural nature appears to be that of Hajnal [7] 
which places an upper bound on the maximum degree of any point in a 
line-critical graph. 
THEOREM 3 (Hajnal). I f  G is line-criticaL then 
d(v) <~ l V(G)I - 2fl0(G)+ 1, 
for all v ~ V(G). 
Andr~isfai [1] has pointed out that the parameter ~(G) = ] V(G)J - 2j3o(G) 
is useful in categorizing the line-critical graphs. Let/ ,s denote the class of 
line-critical graphs with J V(G) I -  2rio(G) = 3. It follows immediately 
from Theorem 3 that /,o consists of the single graph /(2, the complete 
graph on two points. It is also easy to see that/,1 consists precisely of all 
the odd cycles. In his paper, Andnisfai succeeds in characterizing/,3 by 
means of the following theorem first conjectured by T. Gallai: 
THEOREM 4 (Andr~sfai). I "3 consists of all graphs G constructed as 
follows: G contains four points of degree three every two of which are.joined 
by a path of odd length in which all intermediate points (if any) are of degree 
two. 
Characterizations of/'~, ~ > 2 are, at the present ime, unknown. 
Considerable insight into the cycle structure of line-critical graphs has 
been obtained via the following theorems, the first due to Andr~isfai [1], 
the second due to Beineke, Harary, and the author [2]. A chord of a cycle 
is any line not in the cycle which joins two points of the cycle. 
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THEOREM 5 (Andrfisfai). I f  e is any line in a line-critical graph G, then 
e lies in an odd cycle which is chordless. 
THEOREM 6. I f  lines e and f in a line-critical graph G have a point in 
common, then there is an odd cycle in G containing both e and f.  
Another tack one might take in an attempt o characterize all line- 
critical graphs is to classify them according to their connectivity. Theorem 
6 immediately tells us that there are no line-critical graphs of connec- 
tivity 1 (i.e., with cut-points). 
A procedure for building a line-critical graph of connectivity 2 from 
two smaller line-critical graphs is presented in the next theorem--indepel~- 
dently established by T. Gallai, W. Wessel, and the author (all unpub- 
lished): 
THEOREM 7. Let G1 and G2 be line-critical, both with more than one line. 
Let  vo be any point o f  G1 and x : ulu2 , any line of  G2. Split G at Voforming 
two new points vl and v2 and partition the lines ,formerly incident with Vo 
between Vl and v2 subject only to the condition that neither vl nor v2 is 
isolated. Delete the line x in Gs . Form a new graph G by identifying u~ with 
vl and us with vs 9 Then G is line-critical. 
This construction is illustrated in Figure 2. Clearly the constructed 
graph G has connectivity 2 since {u~ : vl ,  us ---- vs} is a cut-set. The 
following theorem due to Gallai (unpublished) shows that every line- 
critical graph of connectivity 2 (other than K3) arises from two other 
line-critical graphs via a construction of the type described in Theorem 7. 
GI: 
G2: U I 
U 
y 
U U2 = v2 
Fmoi~ 2 
THEOREM 8 (Gallai). Let {u, v} be a cut-set o f  a line-critical graph G. 
Then x ---- uv (~ E(GO and G -- u -- v has precisely two components G~ and 
G~. Let V~ = V(G~) and Vt' = V~' u {u, v}. Finally, let G~' be the sub- 
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graph of G generated by Vi'. Then precisely one of the graphs Gi'--say GI'-- 
has the property that G1 = GI' + x is line.critical, and the other graph 
G2' (and only this) has the property that the graph G2 obtained from it by 
identifying u and v is line-criticaL 
Of course all complete graphs Kn are line-critical; thus for n > 3 we 
have examples of line-critical graphs of connectivity > 2. That these are 
not the only line-critical graphs of higher connectivity was first shown by 
W. Wessel (unpublished), who discovered the graphs shown in Figure 3. 
FIGURE 3 
3. INDECOMPOSABLE GRAPHS 
The property of being indecomposable is strictly weaker than that of 
being line-critical; this is simply illustrated by the "wheel" graph of 
Figure 4. 
FIGURE 4 
In this graph the critical ines are precisely those five comprising the "rim" 
of the wheel. Hence this indecomposable graph is not even spanned by 
its critical ines. 
The concept of indecomposability s also due to ErdSs and Gallai [5]. 
They obtain an upper bound on the number of points in any indecompo- 
sable graph in terms of its point covering number. 
THEOREM 9 (ErdSs and Gallai). I f  G is an indecomposable graph with 
at least two points, then [ V(G)I <~ 2%(G) and equality holds only if G is a 
single line. 
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Little progress eems to have been made to date on the structure of 
indecomposable graphs. One known result, however, on the separation 
of such a graph is the following due to Harary and the author [10]: 
THEOREM 10. I f  G is an indecomposable graph, then G is not separated 
by the points of a complete subgraph. 
One can construct families of indecomposable graphs by means of the 
following theorems [10]. Recall that the join G1 4- G2 of two graphs G~ and 
G2 is obtained by taking G 1 and G2 together with lines joining every point 
of G~ to every point of G2 9 
THEOREM 1 1. The join of two indecomposable graphs is again indecom- 
posable. 
THEOREM 12. Let G 1 be decomposable and let G2 be indecomposable. 
Then if fl0(G1) ~ flo(Gz), G1 4- G~ is indecomposable. 
We mention that it is possible for the join of two decomposable graphs 
to be indecomposable. This is illustrated by the decomposable graphs in 
Figure 5. 
FIGURE 5 
4. THE CORE OF A GRAPH 
This concept was first introduced by Dulmage and Mendelsohn [3,4], 
who used it to obtain an elegant decomposition for bipartite graphs. 
Although they defined the core only for bipartite graphs, the concept 
may be studied for any graph. It may be shown that every bipartite graph 
has a non-empty core, but in general the core of a graph may be empty. 
The graphs with non-empty cores are characterized via the following 
theorem [9]. First, however, we need an additional definition. Let M be 
minimum point cover for a graph G and let U = V(G) -- M. The cover 
Mis then said to be external if for each subset M'  of M, [ M' [ ~< [ U(M')[ 
where U(M') is the set of all points in U which are adjacent to some point 
of M'. 
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THEOREM 13. The following are equivalent for any graph G: 
(i) C(a) :~ r 
(ii) G has a minimum cover which is external; 
(iii) every minimum cover for G is external. 
With the graphs with empty cores thus characterized, one may investi- 
gate the other extreme, asking which graphs have all lines contained in the 
core. Such graphs must be bipartite graphs of a special kind and are also 
characterized in [9]. 
Let c(G) denote the number of lines in C(G). Then the following 
theorem [9] provides bounds on c(G), when C(G) ~ ~. 
THEOREM 14. I f  a graph G with p points has a non-empty core, then 
p+l  
where the brackets denote the greatest integer function. 
Furthermore, the following interpolation theorem says that graphs 
exist with any specified number of core lines between these bounds: 
THEOREM 15. Let r be an integer such that 
p+l  
Then there is a graph G on p points with r lines in its core. 
5. OTHER PROPERTIES 
Concerning each of the remaining properties present in our lattice of 
implications, little or nothing is known. The concept of a point-critical 
graph is also due to Erd6s and Gallai [5], who proved the first (and as far 
as the author knows, the only) significant theorem concerning such graphs. 
THEOREM 16 (Erd6s and Gallai). I f  G is point-critical, then 
IV(G)[ ~< 2~0(G). 
This is, incidentally, a stronger form of Theorem 9. 
In many ways, the really interesting covering properties in a graph are 
bound up with the points which are not essential (i.e., not members of 
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V~(G)), and hence properties o f - - i f  not a useful structural characteriza- 
t ion o f - -graphs  with V~(G) ~ 0 would be of  considerable interest. 
The more stringent demand that a graph be well-covered is clearly of  
interest in any of  the diverse instances in which one actually needs to find 
a minimum cover (or, equivalently, a maximum independent set of  points) 
in a graph. Since this is, in general, a difficult prob lem for graphs of  any 
size, one would certainly like to know in which graphs one could solve this 
problem by solving the easier problem of  finding a minimal cover. 
We conclude by saying that, to the best of  our knowledge, no work has 
been done in these last two areas, i.e., graphs for which Ve(G) -~ 0 and 
graphs which are well-covered. 
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